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"Loved this one. Great for any beginner that is interested in learning how to work with and create

leather items." Ã¢â‚¬â€• Books In Brogan"An excellent book." Ã¢â‚¬â€• LorareviewsLegendary

wood and leather crafterÃ‚Â Lora Susan Irish focuses solely on leather pyrography techniques and

projects for the first time in this book. She presents instructions for a dozen easy-to-make projects,

including jewelry, wallets, journals, and belts, in a spectacular array of patterns ranging from

American West and Celtic motifs to wildlife and tattoo-inspired imagery. The completed projects are

perfect for gift-giving or personal use.Moving from tools and supplies to pyrography and leather

crafting basics; pattern techniques; leather selection; and the projects themselves, the book

includes detailed, step-by-step directions with full-color photographs. Sidebars and tips offer helpful

hints. This invaluable guide is ideal for experienced crafters as well as those who wish to acquire

leather-crafting and leather-burning skills.
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Lora S. Irish, a legend in the wood and leather crafting industry, has published several books on

pyrography, wood working, and line art designs. She also manages two websites that promote her

projects and line art patterns and offer free tutorials for crafters.

Great book and has everey thing I need to learn how to do this beautiful new(for me) art.I wish I was



closer to her to take lessons with her..So talented!

Haven't had a chance to start on leather, but this book gives endless tips and patterns as well. Very

pleased.

Beautiful templates. Easy to follow. Well written as all books by this author. Makes one able to make

unique gifts.

I began doing leatherwork when I was a child, but my efforts were limited to a punch, chisel, and

stamps set. I liked what I could do, but I wanted to be able to create something more free-flowing,

and subtle. This book shows how to write and draw on leather using tools that look a lot like

soldering irons. ItÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s easy to do, and the instructions make it easy to learn how,

along with many patterns to create sophisticated drawings on leather. The often mythical patterns,

like mandalas and celtic patterns, evoke some of my best adult coloring books, making everything

quite easy yet allowing me to expand on those skills in creative ways. My favorite parts of the well

photographed, and clearly written, book show how to create subtle shades and gradients as fills and

backgrounds for various patterns and designs.

Title: The Art of Leather Burning - Step-by-Step Pyrography TechniqueAuthor: Lora Susan

IrishPublisher: Dover PublicationsPublished: 1-18-2017Pages: 128Genre: Arts and

CraftsSub-Genre: Hobbies; Leatherworking; Needle & Textile CraftsISBN: 9780486809427ASIN:

B01n7P5676Reviewed For NetGalley and Dover PublicationsReviewer: DelAnneRating: 4.5

StarsSimple easy to understand instructions that are perfect for someone just starting in leatherwork

or is still gaining their confidence. The book may be short, but is long on important techniques

needed to gain that confidence. Lora Susan Irish is a talented artist who likes to share her love of

the craft with others. Pick up a copy today if you are interested in leather working.My rating of "The

Art of Leather Burning - Step-by-Step Pyrography Technique" is 4.5 out of 5 stars.

I received a free copy of this how-to book from Netgalley, Lora Susan Irish, and Dover Publications,

INC in exchange for an honest review. Thank you all, for sharing your hard work with me.I found this

'lost' craft fascinating, and Ms. Irish makes it sound uncomplicated. We are a family of crafters, and

have done some wood burning in the past, but never worked with leather - which is so much easier

to cut! I was so impressed that the tools she recommended were our one 'family' gift for Christmas. I



can hardly wait for the print edition so we can really get started.

The Art of Leather Burning Step-by-Step Pyrography Techniques by Lora Susan Irish is a wonderful

craft book I am going to try out asap! I like to wood burn but I want to expand to different fields and

this looks so fun! This book gives so much info on not just burning but the types of leather, tips,

projects and more. Everything to get someone like me, a newbie, started on a new fun hobby!

These would make presents for birthdays and Christmas too! Great book, thanks NetGalley for

letting me read this, can't wait to try this out! The projects in here are so beautiful! All with pictures

and easy step by step instructions. Awesome!

Really detailed book even shows how to make things with Leather after you've burned them well

written
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